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FOOD & AGRICULTURE

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

HEALTH & NUTRITION

EDUCATION & LEARNING
MSU International Research Awards by Theme (FY 2007-2016)

Total 10 YR International Research Awards by Major Theme

Millions, $
MSU Engagement by Region

FY 2006-2015 (Projects)

Total percentage exceeds 100% due to multi-region projects.
A university in the **World Grant** model is one that sees citizens not just as the beneficiaries of its knowledge but also as **partners in its co-creation**.

*MSU President Lou Anna K. Simon*

*The World Grant Ideal*
Where to find funding for international research – sign up!

The Office of International Research Collaboration works to connect MSU faculty to external funding.

Funding Opportunities for International Projects

OIRC curates external funding opportunities for international research from a comprehensive suite of sources, along with our knowledge of the donor landscape. While we organize these opportunities around MSU’s four global research priorities (Agriculture & Food; Environment, Energy, & Water; Health & Nutrition; and Education & Engagement), we also include opportunities from other fields, along with scholarships and fellowships. We send these out in our weekly email funding update, along with any interesting news items or relevant events.

Sign up for the OIRC Weekly Funding Update.